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"UNRWA Commissioner-General Calles to Protect the 

Palestinian Refugees in Syria and to facilitate the 

Humanitarian Access to them" 

 
 

 A Palestinian Refugee from Al Sbeina Camp Died due to a Sniper's Bullet in 

Damascus 

 ISIS Opens the Road to Ein Ghazzal Street in Yarmouk Camp after 6 days of 

siege 

 The Syrian Security Forces Released a Resident of Al Nairab Camp after 3 

years of Detention 

 Spark Development Organization Declares a Scholarship to the Vocational 

Education Students in Lebanon that includes the Palestinians of Syria 
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Victims 

The Refugee Abdu Al Dames from Al Sbeina 

camp died while he was on his way to work by 

a sniper's shots in Damascus. The death of 

Abdu raises the death toll of the sniping 

victims since the beginning of the ongoing 

conflict in Syria to 297 refugees, according to 

the documentation of AGPS. 

 

Recent Updates 

UNRWA Commissioner-General Pierre Krähenbühl called for more steps 

towards the safety and protection of Palestine refugees at a time when the 

armed conflict in Syria is continuing to place in grave danger civilians in 

Aleppo, in Khan Al shieh, in the Yarmouk-Yalda area, and to facilitate to 

reach those who are in a real need of assistance. 

Mr. Krähenbühl said “International humanitarian law and the obligation 

to respect and protect civilians in Syria, including Palestine refugees, 

must go beyond reminders in statements. They need to be practically 

implemented, to save lives and protect dignity,”. He added, “It is 

imperative that the extraordinary trauma inflicted by so many civilian 

deaths and injuries be brought to an end as part of a political resolution 

of this conflict.”  

He insured that UNRWA's work concentrates on providing urgent 

assistance in various forms to the Palestinian refugees in Syria such as 
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food, health, and financial aid and praised the Syrian Government efforts 

especially in education. He also referred on the importance to shed light 

on the education efforts by UNRWA especially in conflict times everyone 

is concentration on food aid.  

 

Mr. Krähenbühl added that he is proud of UNRWA work in education 

field. He stressed that UNRWA will continue looking for means to satisfy 

the needs and to face the obstacles through performing visits to different 

areas in the world. He also appealed for protection and respect for 

UNRWA staff, who daily face significant risks in the course of their 

work.  

It is referred that the Palestinian Refugees in Syria live in difficult and 

miserable situations in light of displacement, high prices, and high rents 

and addition to the detention and the fall of victims due to the ongoing 

conflict. 

In Southern of Damascus, local sources from Yarmouk camp insured that 

"ISIS" opened the road leading to Ein Ghazzal street in front of civilians 

from 12 pm to 2 pm. This came after ISIS imposed its siege on the 
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residents last Friday morning and its siege on the residents who live in 

Fath Al Sham front areas in Al Rija Square. The local outlets continued 

that ISIS banned the residents to enter food and medicin to their besieged 

areas and it only allowed the food and water to its areas. 

The sources added that the Relief office in the camp reached to an 

agreement between the two conflict parts ISIS and Fath Al Sham"Nusra 

Front" to open the road in front of Ein Ghazzal street besieged residents 

by ISIS.  

 

More than 50 families live in the area from the residents in addition to 

the families of Fath Al Sham fighters' families where ISIS"ISIS" prevented 

the residents to enter food and basic materials as to pressure Fath Al 

Sham members to leave the camp. In the same context, the Regular Army 

and the PFGC continue to impose siege on the camp for 1150 days 

respectively and the power cut for more than 1211 days and water cut for 

700 days respectively. AGPS documented that 187 victims from the camp 

died due to hunger and lack of medical care and they also banned the 

medical materials and equipment and other materials.  
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In a different context, the Syrian Security released the Palestinian Young 

man Ibrahim Haninu from Al Nairab camp in Aleppo after three years of 

detention. It is noted that Haninu was released a year ago but they 

arrested him while he was on his way back to the camp by the Regime 

members in Hama. 

It is mentioned that the Syrian Security forces continue to arrest about 86 

refugees from Al Nairab camp and according the AGPS documentation 

the overall number of the Palestinian detainees in the Syrian prisons is 

1090 detainees. 

 

Lebanon  

Spark Development Organization declared that it offers more than 300 

scholarships to join the Vocational Education Institutes in Lebanon for 

2016\2017 for the Syrian and Palestinian students in addition to the 

Syrian Palestinian students in Lebanon. 

 

Spark scholarship offers vocational training for two years in different 

specializations and the student will get a credited certificate where it 
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opens the future for new job opportunities. Spark added that the 

scholarship includes the living costs during the two years of study. 

Pleas press the following link for further information about the 

scholarship: 

https://goo.gl/wAi7u4 

It is mentioned that the number of the Palestinians of Syria in Lebanon 

according to UNRWA statistics reached 42.5 thousands, where unofficial 

statistics documents that the number decreased to 33 thousands refugees. 

 

Palestinians of Syria; Numbers and Statistics till 11\08\2016: 

 15500 Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Jordan 

 42.500 Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Lebanon 

 6000 Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Egypt, according to the 

UNRWA statistics till July 2015 

 8000 Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Turkey 

 1000 Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Gaza 

 More than 71.2 thousand Palestinian Syrian refugees have reached 

Europe till the End of December 2015 

 The Yarmouk Camp: siege, imposed by the Regular Army and PFGC 

groups, continued for 1150 consecutive days. Power cut continued for 

more than 1211 days, water was cut for 700 days respectively. The 

number of siege victims is 187. 

 Al Sbeina Camp: - Regular Army is still preventing the residents of 

the camp to return back to their houses for 1003 days respectively. 

https://goo.gl/wAi7u4
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 Handarat Camp: - All Residents have left the camp for about 1195 

days after the Syrian Opposition Groups controlled it. 

 Dara’a Camp: - It is now almost 854 days without water and almost 

70% of its buildings were demolished. 

 Jermana, AL Saieda ZAinab, Al Raml, Al Aedein Camps in Homs and 

Hamma: - A relatively quiet   situation in light of the economic crises. 

 Khan Al Sheih Camp: - Roads linking the camp to the city center are 

still closed except for Zakia- Khan Al Sheih road. 


